(1) r PT = r pT ' r pl "" ""2? gadf <3 g tT' r bc = " 2f 8,a(i<p 6 g bo» g where = abf, «P* « (p, 9 i = "^T •
In the sequel we will use the following notation
An elementary but somewhat lenghty oaloulation leads to the
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The formala (2) implies that M oannot be Einsteinian, so it is never a space of oonstant curvature.
From the above equations it follows that the only non-zero oomponents of the Weyl conformai curvature tensor C are those related to: Consequently M is conformall^ flat." Pro of. Using our assumption and (4), we find {17)
R abod ="¡¿2 {g ad S bo + 6 bo S ad ~ g ac S bd " 6 bd S ao ) ~ " n^2 ^ead T bc + g bc T ad " g ac T bd " g bd T ac } "
Contracting (17) with g bc and applying (3), we obtain
which, by contraction with g ad , implies (14).
Substituting (14) into (18), we have "(15). Using now (15) and (17), we obtain (16).
The proof of (ii) is the same. Finally, substituting (15), (15') and (14) into (5), we easily obtain the last assertion. This completes the proof.
Ricci-symmetric doubly warped products
In this section we assume that M = M^MYl'fdim M = n ^3)
is an essentially doubly warped produot (more precisely, we assume that f / 0 and (p ^ 0 everywhere) whose Ricci tensor 9 OC satisfies the relation (19) VS = 0.
-
Now we study some oonsaquenoes of these assumptions. Without loss of generality we can suppose that q >1. Using (19) and (13), we obtain ^T-Sab -< S ab " sT ab + £ VbV
Multiplying (20) by cp^ and alternating the resulting equality in S and y, we have OyQ')^ = (^¿Q' ) (fy. Therefore
Now the formula (20) can be rewritten in the form
whioh immediately implies %<f-Q' = constant, and, in virtue of (21), X = constant. Differentiating (22) Alternating (26) in b and c, we obtain 2 < Wa " Wa> = {^T -n"?) f b«ac " f c*ab> which immediately implies (q >1) (27') ^ -"nS" constant.
Hence easily follows the formula
In the same way, using (13') and (11'), we can obtain« -48 -
Doubly warped produots
Proceeding analogously in the oase s>1, we oan obtain
h 0.
We assert that (31) and (32) hold also in the case s = 1. Making use of (19), (12) and (23'), we easily obtain f [saQ -(n-2+s)Ta0] = ^ fafc + gao(hf + ** A^cp -q) .
On the other hand, using (23) Using (19), (11'), (23') and (32'), we obtain So, the expression into the last bracket must be constant. Assuming now s = 1, and taking into aocount the faot Q = -ftr(T) for s = 1, we have A1f (n-2)-jg-+ ftr(T) = constant. The formulas (30), in view of (32), (32') and (36), take the form
In the same way we oan obtain A'iV (37') 2A' 2 cp + (s-2)-i-= 0. 1 A l f Sinoe tr(T) = --¿fA 2 f + ^ , so making use of (37), we get (38) tr(T) = (q-1)P, Q = f(s-q)P and, similarly, (38') tr(T') = (s-1)P', Q' = cf>(q-s)P'.
The above equations, by (36), imply
The relations (33) and (34), in view of (38) Consequently, -3^--L = const. On the other hand, an elementae 11 ry calculation shows that in our coordinate system this exprossion is equal to exp(-2x )/{4c~), a contradiction. Thus our hypothesis P 4-0 is false.
i.R e m a r k .
We cannot use Kruckovio's theorem for P = 0, because when p = 0, then the vectox-i'ield gradk must be non-uull).
So we have P ~ 0 and, by ( 38), (38') ;:,nd (3°),
In partioular,
This implies that q>1, s>1, the metrios g and g' cannot be definite, the vector fields grad(lnf) and grad(lncp) are parallel and null. Moreover, (43) and corresponding formula for g' yield In virtue of (i) and (ii), we immediately obtain VbSac = 0. Corresponding equations we also have for M'. Substituting these equalities into relations (11)-(13'), we easily obtain VS = 0. This completes the proof.
Locally symmetric doubly warped products
In t'-is section we consider essentially doubly warped products whi-!h are locally symmetric, i.e., satisfy the condition (49) VR = 0.
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(ii) Let M and M' denote th9 Euclidean q-spaoe (q >2) and e-space (s ^2) endowed with the metric (51) and the metric of the same type, respectively. If f and ip satisfy (52), then the doubly warped product M^^M' is locally symmetric.
Proof.
We study the first factor M (considerations for M' would be the same). By. Theorem 2, the veotor field u
•i with components uQ = -^j-fa is parallel and null. The relation (50) can be rewritten in the form On the other hand, the equality (53) yields = k^g. Henoe we have a^ = k^g. Sinoe for q = 2 the metric g is flat and has index one, we see that in this case it is also of the above form with A = 0 and [¿,\> running over the empty set.
Conversely, suppose that the assumptions of (ii) hold. It is obvious that the vector fields grad(lnf) and grad(lntp) -55 -are parallel and null. Henoe A.jf -0 = P,A'1(p = 0 = P', f f. if cpa T . +- § -f'= 0, Taa+-?L -|-= 0. The relation (50) and corres4f 4q> ponding relation for M' are satisfied. Substituting all these equalities to the formulas (6)~(10'), we easily obtain (49). This completes the proof.
5. Conformally symmetric doubly warped products Theorem 6. Every conformally symmetric doubly warped produot is conformally flat.
Pro of. Let M = M * M 1 be a conformally symmetric doubly warped product.
If VR = 0 everywhere, then, by Theorem 4, we have C = 0. Consider thus the case VR 4 0 and suppose that C ^ 0. Then M is an essentially conformally symmetric manifold [3] . In the sequel we need the following properties of essentially oonformally symmetrio manifolds (see [3] , [4] ):
for each xeM there exists a neighbourhood W and a vector field w such that w(y) ¿0, yeW and Using (56), we have which yields Salj = 0. Applying this relation to (57), in view of (2), we obtain P °aM = sa(5scp = f8ffly6,< o.
Henoe, in particular (60) Capci/0o
Using again (56), we get 3*b c otfe? = S cce C c<5btf' whioh implies (61) Voi.T " Voibf
The relation (58) yields f d Cdp0(j = 0 which, in virtue of (60) and by transvection of (61) with implies and, after transvection with f e , in view of (62), f^ = 0, a contradiction. Thus we obtain H^ = 0 whioh implies Cap0(y = Ot a contradiction. This completes the proof.
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